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CHAPTER 1I

introduction

in evaluating foreign language training programs possibly the most commonly used
and pencil tests such tests offer the distinct advantage of
tests are discrete point paper
paperandpencil

being economical to administer a single teacher or proctor without any special training
can administer the test to many students at once and the results can be obtained almost
immediately especially if a scanner and computer software are available

in addition the

objective nature of such tests generally increases their reliability
and pencil tests
paperandpencil
it has often been pointed out however that discrete point paper

are generally not valid instruments for measuring students oral communicative ability

such tests are usually designed to measure students mastery of specific grammatical
structures or vocabulary items not how well students can actually communicate in the
language As a result much attention has been given in the past several decades to the
development of tests that attempt to measure students oral communicative ability in a
foreign language

this emphasis on measuring communicative

ability rather than mere cognitive

missionaries of the
knowledge is especially important in evaluating the training given to nussionaries

provo
missionary training center
church of jesus christ of latterday
saints
day
the
latter
MTC
MTQ is one of the worlds largest language training institutions each year some 10000
missionaries
nussio nanes are trained in over 40 different foreign languages and that number continues
nussionanes

to increase as new countries are opened to missionary work and more missionaries are
called unlike most foreign language students nearly all missionaries who study a foreign
ca
c7

2

language in the MTC will soon have the opportunity to live in a country in which that
language is spoken and they will be expected to communicate successfully in the
language simply having some notion of the grammatical structure of the language or
knowing a list of vocabulary words is not sufficient

in commenting on missionary training programs sudweeks 1983 emphasizes the
distinction between merely possessing knowledge and actually applying that knowledge

competency in teaching the gospel of jesus christ requires more than mere
knowledge of the subject matter it includes the ability to communicate ideas clearly
and convincingly the ability to develop an appropriate level of rapport with

investigators the ability to accurately diagnose and respond appropriately to an

investigators concerns questions problems or needs and the ability to induce
investigators to seek the truth and to prayerfully study and obey the principles of the

restored gospel this kind of teaching involves more than knowing it involves doing

or performing pap2

thus

in order to effectively bring people to christ missionaries must be able to apply

learn in their MTC language training to actually communicate with the people
what they leam

of their mission correspondingly a test that merely measures missionaries knowledge of
grammar and vocabulary is not sufficient what is needed is a test capable of measuring
missionaries ability to communicate orally in their mission language such a test would
missionariesability
allow the MTC to establish benchmark data on the effectiveness of current language
training programs as well as measure any changes in missionaries level of performance

over time in addition the test could be used in specific research studies conducted at the

3

MTC or in the mission field such as evaluations of new language training programs or
studies measuring missionaries infield language performance

proficiency tests

one way of evaluating students communicative ability is through the use of
proficiency tests omaggio 1986 explains that proficiency tests are used to measure an
individuals general competence in a second language independent of any particular
curriculum or course of study

the tasks presented and the elements included are not

limited to a specified body of material

p 9

over the past four decades organizations

such as the foreign service institute the educational testing service and the american

council on the teaching of foreign languages ACTFL have spent a great deal of time
and effort attempting to define the term proficiency and developing scales that describe

how students at different levels of proficiency typically function in a given language or
interview based
linguistic setting in addition these organizations have developed an interviewbased
evaluation procedure for assigning a rating known as the oral proficiency interview
OPI

far
reaching effects in the
the ACFTL proficiency guidelines and OPI have had farreaching

foreign language classroom causing teachers to reevaluate their curriculum and adopt
proficiency oriented materials and testing procedures A summary of the ACTFL
more proficiencyoriented

proficiency guidelines compiled by the author from various sources is included as

appendix A

1

i

1

detailed information on the ACTFL proficiency guidelines and the OPI can be
found in buck 1989 liskin gasparro 1987 and omaggio 1986

4

during the past two years the MTC has experimented with the ACTFL OPI as well
as a taperecorded
tape recorded version of the OPI developed by the center for applied linguistics

known as the simulated oral proficiency interview SOPI

however it soon became

evident that general proficiency tests such as the OPI and the SOPI presented several

problems for the MTC one set of problems was related to the tests themselves the other

was related to the ACTFL proficiency guidelines upon which the ratings were based

SON
sor themselves was that they required a
the primary problem with the OPI and the SOPI
high degree of expertise in order to administer and rate

the OPI in particular involves a

highly structured interview process which requires that raters be trained by someone
ACTIFL certified trainer or tester due to
thoroughly familiar with the OPI preferably an ACTFL

long term basis as well as to the high
the impracticality of hiring such a person on a longterm
NITC teachers who would be administering the test it was deemed
turnover rate among MTC
NITC to utilize the OPI as one of its standard instruments for testing
unfeasible for the MTC

missionaries
ACTIFL proficiency guidelines also presented several difficulties when applied
the ACTFL

to missionaries first the rating categories established by the guidelines are extremely
broad and are not very useful for discriminating among beginning language learners

according to the ACTFL OPI tester training manual for example a student who can
maintain simple face
to face conversation and who lacks grammatical accuracy but has a
facetoface
relatively broad range of vocabulary could receive a rating of intermediate mid buck p
C training would fit in this
MTC
38 some of the better missionaries at the end of their NIT
3 8

category but according to a trainer at an ACTFL OPI training workshop attended by

5

the author in april 1993 the same rating of intermediate mid could also be assigned to a

returned missionary who can accomplish relatively difficult language tasks and can narrate
and describe with reasonable accuracy in all time frames but cannot sustain paragraph
level speech more than half the time

missionaries
returned
A few returne
nanes who were interviewed
beturned nussionanes
nussio

at this workshop were in fact classified as intermediate mid

the ACTFL scales failure

in this case to register the substantial differences between a speaker with two months of

classroom experience and one with two years of foreign residency greatly limited its
usefulness to the MTC

2

A second problem with the ACTFL guidelines is that they yield only a single global
rating providing no specific diagnostic information as to which areas of missionaries oral
communication needed improvement such as pronunciation or grammar

3

2

meredith 1990 discusses to possibility of subdividing the ACTFL proficiency
scale into three additional sublevels within each level to differentiate between strong

average and weak performances at that level subdividing the levels in this way would
yield 23 possible rating categories instead

of 9 although meredith found it possible to

train college TAs to recognize these finer distinctions among student performance the
MTC found it unrealistic to expect its teachers to do the same given the limited time
available for training
3

A slightly different version of the OPI used at the MTC from approximately 1975
to 1982 did provide some diagnostic information on missionaries language skills this

test the foreign service institute interview was administered to all foreign language

6

perhaps the greatest problem with the ACTFL
ACTTL guidelines however is that they are
not specific to missionary work

at the intermediate and advanced levels the guidelines

place a heavy emphasis on survival tasks such as ordering meals or making purchases
and at the upper levels the guidelines emphasize abstract or unfamiliar topics such as

politics and current events which have little relevance to missionary work conversely

the guidelines give no information about a missionarys ability to perform specific
missionary tasks such as teaching a gospel principle bearing testimony or helping resolve
an investigators concerns about the church consequently it became evident that a

missionary specific test was needed capable of measuring missionaries ability to perform
missionaryspecific
missionary
missionaryrelated
related tasks in their mission language

performance tests

one widely used type of test that is capable of measuring examinees ability to
perform specific tasks

isperfonnance
performance tests jones 1985 provides the following

definition of a performance test

an applied performance test measures performance on tasks requiring the
application of learning in an actual or simulated setting either the test stimulus the
desired response or both are intended to lend a high degree of realism to the test

situation

the identifying difference between applied performance and other types of

missionaries at the MTC by raters who were hired especially for this purpose

the test was

discontinued because of concerns about rater reliability and because it was felt that the
small amount of information provided by the test did not justify the expense involved in

administering it

7

tests is the degree to which testing procedures approximate the reality of the
situation in which the actual task would be performed

for evaluative purposes at the MTC

p 16

a performance test such as that described above

could be used to approximate actual situations that a missionary might encounter in the
mission field and the missionarys ability to communicate in those situations could then be

measured

the rating criteria could include any aspect of language that might facilitate or

impede communication such as pronunciation vocabulary grammar listening

comprehension or even knowledge of the sociolinguistic norms of a particular culture
life missionary
A performance test in which the testing procedures approximated real
reallife

situations would offer several advantages to the MTC As has already been discussed
such a test could provide relevant information as to how well current training programs

are preparing missionaries to function in their mission language in addition a
well defined rating criteria could furnish valuable diagnostic
performance test with welldefined

information as to what areas of missionary language training might benefit from
improvement
A performance test would also benefit missionaries in several ways as sudweeks
1983 points out

first it would provide missionaries with relevant meaningful

learn
opportunities to practice the language skills they are expected to leam

the test itself

would provide one opportunity for practice ideally however the situations on which
missionaries were tested should be drawn from a pool of exercises which missionaries had

practiced in class As sudweeks explains this congruence between instruction and
evaluation is one hallmark of a well
designed training program p 4
welldesigned

8

A second benefit of performance testing is in the diagnostic information that it could
provide to missionaries upon being tested missionaries would become aware of which
aspects of the language they had mastered sufficiently well to be able to communicate and
which areas needed more work A wenn
weil trained tester or teacher could provide
weli
well
welltrained
missionaries with further feedback as to their strengths and weaknesses

the rating

criteria could even be taught directly to missionaries when students understand the
criteria on which they are to be judged sudweeks explains the trainee can begin to

function as his own coach or instructor

he becomes less dependent upon his instructor

and better equipped to judge his own performance and make defensible decisions about

what he is doing well and how he needs to improve

p 7

A final benefit of performance tests is that they tend to have a positive motivational
effect upon students

the experience of performing

life situation
successfully in a real
reallife

could increase missionaries confidence in their ability to perform successfully in other
similar situations in addition the experience of performing in such a situation could

increase missionaries motivation to practice the skills taught in class in order to be able to

perform more effectively in the real world

the need for students to actually practice the

skills they are learning
leaming was emphasized by the

greek philosopher sophocles

one must leam
learn

by doing the thing for though you think you know it
you have no certainty until you try

young 1906 p

191

9

Missio narv language performance test
the missionary

in light of the above information the decision was made to write a performance test
specific to missionary work

performance

this test would be known as the missionary language

test MLPT

the development of the MLPT would involve defining a set of key missionary tasks
and specifying the content for each task
and test items would be constructed

the performance criteria would then be specified

next a procedure would be devised for sampling

the test items and for administering and rating the test finally a group of raters would be
trained to administer the test

once the test was developed it would be necessary to assess its validity and
reliability A test exhibits validity to the extent that it actually measures what it purports

to measure it exhibits reliability if different administrations of the test produce consistent
results in order to assess the validity of the test three separate measures were proposed
a missionaries scores on the MLPT
ULPT would be compared with their scores on the ACTFL

MLPT scores would be compared for three groups
oral proficiency interview b mean ULPT
examinees
es a group of
MTC teachers a group of missionaries in their first week of
of examiners
examine
ofmtc

training and a group in their last week of training and c missionaries attitudes toward

the test would be assessed to determine whether they felt it was a valid measure of a
missionarys speaking skills in order to assess the tests reliability it was proposed that
a missionaries scores be compared on two successive administrations of the test b the

scores of the two raters in each rating team be compared with each other and c the
scores of two different pairs of raters within each language be compared with each other

10

the remainder of this thesis will explain the development

and validation of the

MLPT in further detail chapter 2 will review current literature on performance testing
and on language tasks for second language learners chapter

3

will detail the development

and validation of the MLPT
ULPT chapter 4 will present the results of the validation studies
and chapter 5 will present a summary of the study and a discussion of the results as well
as several conclusions and recommendations concerning the test

list of terms
skiffs
skills independent of any
proficiency test A test used to measure an individuals overall skidds

particular curriculum or course of study

performance test A test used to measure an individuals ability to perform specific job
related tasks

validity the degree to which a test measures what it is purported to measure in the
case of a performance test validity is the degree of correspondence between performance

on the test and ability to actually perform the activity in question several types of validity
are of interest in the present study

face validity

is the extent to which a test appears on the surface to measure what it

is purported to measure

construct validity is the extent to which a test measures the psychological trait or
construct that it is purported to measure

content validity is the extent to which a test measures a representative sample of the
subject matter or behaviors to be tested
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criterion related validity is the extent to which test performance predicts some
criterionrelated
future performance or estimates performance on some other accepted test

reliability the degree to which a testproduce
test produce consistent results when administered
under similar conditions in the case of performance tests three types of reliability are of
interest

testretest
test retest reliability

is the extent to which successive administrations of a test to

the same examinees produce similar results

inter
rater reliability is the extent to which different raters on a performance or
interrater
lar
similar
examinees
iar scores to examiners
proficiency test assign SM
es
Uaar
examine

rater reliability is the extent to which a single rater assigns consistent scores
intra
intrarater
to the same examinees on different occasions

task an activity that is undertaken to accomplish a specified objective in everyday life
subtask A step involved in the accomplishment of a task

function A general use of language to accomplish a specific purpose independent of any
particular task

context the circumstances or situations in which a task is performed

content the topics or subject material that are dealt with in performing a task
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CHAPTER 2

overview of related literature

this chapter will review current literature on the development of performance
assessments and on the definition and selection of language tasks
DesigA
designing
designing and developing performance

tests

among the major steps in the design and development of performance assessments
are the following specification of the purpose for the assessment specification of the

content or skills focus of the assessment identification of the performance criteria
designing test exercises designing a performance rating plan and training examiners to
administer the test each of these steps will be examined in more detail below

purpose
specification of the pulp
se for assessment
stiggins 1987 asserts that the first step in developing any performance test is to
specify the reason for the assessment and the decisions to be made on the basis of

assessment results these decisions may include diagnosis of the strengths and
weaknesses of individuals or groups assigning grades placement of students in classes of
the appropriate level selection of students who are far ahead of or behind the rest for
placement in special programs certification of the mastery of specified skills by
individuals or evaluation of a particular program of instruction

performance tests are

not the only type of test useful in making such decisions in fact nearly all tests are
designed for use in making similar decisions

following the identification of the decisions to be made based on test results
stiggins directs that the person who will make those decisions be specified such as a

13

teacher administrator student
studem or employer and that the use of the results also be
specified possible uses of test results include ranking examinees in relation to other

examinees or determining mastery of specific material

specification of the content or skills focus of the assessment

with regard to second language performance testing jones 1985 points out

it must be kept in mind that language is only one of several factors being evaluated

the overall criterion is the successful completion of a task in which the use of
language is essential A performance test is more than a basic proficiency test of
communicative competence in that it is related to some kind of performance task p
20

thus the content of a language performance test should consist of the tasks on which the
examinee will be tested

the validity of the test will be determined in part by the degree to

which the tasks included in the test are representative of what actually takes place on the

job
stiggins 1981
1981 suggests the following three steps for developing the description for
a performance test
1

conduct systematic observations of practitioner work samples and identify the

relevant skills

ie

practitioners in
conduct a job analysis 2 involve experienced practicioners

depth discussion of the knowledge and skills that form the basis of their
an in
indepth
profession andor 3 generate potential lists of relevant skills

p 5

five step method of conducting a job analysis which he calls
fine 1986 explains a fivestep

functional job analysis

step

1I

consists of a preparation for the job analysis by

14

reviewing existing materials and data of the job to be analyzed and b inviting subject

matter experts SMEs such as supervisors and experienced workers to participate in the
analysis step 2 consists of an orientation for the SMEs followed by a session in which the

SMEs are asked to describe their outputs the work they are expected to get done as
well as the knowledge skills and abilities they draw on and the tools and equipment they

use

the SMEs are then asked to select what they consider their number one output

and

list the tasks that they perform in order to produce this output in step 3 SMEs continue

to produce tasks to create a task bank proceeding systematically through all the outputs
until they agree that 95 percent of their job is covered step 4 consists of organizing the

tasks into logical groups for the purpose of developing performance standards
step step 5 consists of developing performance dimensions
SMEs are asked

the final

for each group of tasks the

know recognize excellent work satisfactory work poor
how do you knowrecognize

work for this group of tasks

the SMEs then proceed to propose performance

67
dimensions with recognizable benchmarks reflecting quantity or quality appp 66
6667

such

a process might be used in identifying important language tasks to be included in a

performance assessment

one final observation about the content specification for a language performance test
may be in order

ott and butler

1980 agree that the test should focus on a meaningful

linguistic task however they point out that such a test is actually measuring at least
extralinguistic
extra

two different things simultaneously the examinees ability to perform the task at hand
independent of language and the examinees ability to use the target language as a tool to

15

accomplish that task

ott and butler emphasize the importance of providing a method for

separating the effect due to the principal task and the effect due to the language tool
A test which measures two independent factors simultaneously is dangerous

if we

carefull we may end up measuring a subjects knowledge of the inca empire
are not careful
and calling it language proficiency

we are in effect proposing that a language

test should measure something else as well as language proficiency but that a
method be devised for partialing
parti aling out the effect due to the primary task and that due

to the use of the language tool p 2

one way of nunm
minimizing
u mg the effect due to task as opposed to that due to the use of
language as an enabling tool which is what we are interested in measuring is to design

test exercises such that the examinee is given explicit instructions on how to perform the
task thus freeing the tester to concentrate on the examinees language skills without
focusing undue attention on the procedure used in accomplishing the task

in the past decade the definition selection and sequencing of language tasks for
teaching purposes has become a topic of considerable interest and much has been written
on the subject most current literature deals with language tasks from the perspective of a

teacher or course designer rather than an evaluator however since the validity of a
language performance test depends in part upon the selection of tasks to be tested and the
manner in which the word task is defined a separate section of this chapter will be
devoted to reviewing current literature on language learning tasks

16

identification of the performance criteria

stiggins 1987 asserts that no other single specification will contribute more to the
quality of a performance assessment than the careful specification of performance criteria

in an earlier work stiggins 1981
1981 explains the purpose for specifying the performance
criteria

if those who are to judge performance have the desired performance criteria clearly
in mind as a result of careful training and if they are evaluating performance on the

basis of those criteria then two or more judges simultaneously observing the same
examinee in a practical examination context should arrive at similar conclusions

regarding examinee competence p 6

according to stiggins each dimension of performance should be specified in two
parts a definition and a performance continuum
evaluators mean by each particular criterion

definitions spell out what we as the

the continuum

specifies the range of

criterion in observable terms
possible ratings from high to low for each criterionin

1987 p 36

well defined performance
quellmalz 1991 lists the following characteristics of welldefined

assessment criteria
1

significance criteria specify important performance components criteria specify

major developmental milestones in the target domain
2 fidelity criteria represent standards that would apply appropriately within the

contexts and under the conditions within which the performance typically occurs

17
3

generalizability criteria apply to a class or type of parallel tasks contexts and

conditions experienced raters apply the criteria consistently within and between

tasks
4 developmental appropriateness criteria specify a range of quality levels

appropriate for the examinee population yet are anchored within a full
ruli defined
fall
continuum of expertise development
5

accessibility criteria communicate clearly to and can be used by participants in

the performance assessment process including teachers students parents and the
community
6

utility criteria communicate information about performance quality with clear

implications for decision making and improvement

if the rating criteria possess these six characteristics

p 320

individual examinees ratings should

provide clear concise information about how well they have mastered the skills necessary

to perform the job or task being evaluated
designing

test exercises

the first step in designing exercises is to select the form of the exercises slater
1980 suggests a typology of three main types of performance assessments direct

assessment work sample methods and simulation techniques

direct assessment is the observation of behavior or its outcomes in the actual
setting in which it occurs

real life
this type of assessment boasts the highest fidelity to reallife

conditions stiggins 1987 points out that evidence available through natural observation
can be relatively inexpensive however the frequency of occurrence of the desired

18

behavior is a factor in selecting this option

if the desired performance is likely to be

infrequent a great deal of time may be wasted in unproductive observation in addition
as jones 1985 explains

assessing second language proficiency in a direct manner such as this is not as
simple especially if it is related to a specific task in a direct assessment situation

the examiner would not be involved in the conversation but rather would observe
the examinee interacting with other people language behavior is very complex and
it would be necessary to make observations over a relatively long period of time

before one could be satisfied that an adequate sample had been obtained p 18

work sample methods are a second option for eliciting a sample of the behavior in
question jones explains that the work sample method is distinguished from direct
assessment by degree to which the examiner manipulates the tasks performed by the
examinee in direct assessment there is virtually no manipulation in the work sample

method an attempt is made to standardize the tasks in order to make the evaluation more
consistent and efficient examples of the work sample method are a medical assistant
being asked to obtain information from a patient in order to make a preliminary diagnosis

or a prospective teacher being assigned to teach a few mini classes
simulation techniques are a third option for eliciting a sample of the desired
behavior jones explains that in simulation techniques the examinee engages in
conversation with the examiner or another person and the language revolves around a
specific task or set of tasks that are typical of the job under consideration

well known example of a simulation technique
a wellknown

role plays are

for example the examiner might play

19

the part of a waiter in a restaurant and the examinee would be required to order a meal

in the course of the role play the examiner can simplify or complicate the situation eg
by bringing the wrong order or overcharging for the meal depending on the level of
proficiency of the examinee simulation can provide a reasonable approximation of real
life situations when it is not practical to use direct assessment or work sample methods in

addition as stiggins 1987 points out simulation techniques can help assure that each
examinee receives a fair and equal opportunity to demonstrate his or her skill by
standardizing and tightly controlling the test situation

for these reasons

simulation

techniques are perhaps the most feasible approach for language testing

after the form of the test exercises has been selected it must be determined how
much evidence is to be gathered stiggins provides three options one sample of
performance gathered at one time multiple samples at one time or multiple samples
collected over several occasions
is based on three factors

he explains that the decision as to which option to use

a the importance of the decision b the representativeness of

whether they cover the range of possible applications of the skills to be
the samples
sampleswhether
evaluated and c the amount of time available to administer and score the test
Desi
gnina a performance rating plan
designing

stiggins
Sf
iggins gives three steps for designing the rating plan

a determining the type of

score needed b determining who is to rate performance and c clarifying the score
recording method to be used

he then specifies two types of scores

holistic and analytic

holistic scores are used when the decisions to be made based on the results of the test
require only a general overall rating analytic scores are used when a more detailed
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breakdown of the dimensions present or absent in examinee performance are needed

both types of scores are based on the previously identified criteria however holistic
scoring considers all criteria simultaneously when assigning an overall score while analytic
scoring considers each criterion individually and assigns it a score

the decision as to who is to rate performance offers several options rating may be
done by qualified professionals trained teachers or the examinees themselves stiggins
explains that it is a good idea to use more than one rater so as to be able to determine the

extent to which independent ratings of the same examinees performance agree

he also

mentions that

training students to be raters represents an excellent instructional and assessment
strategy once they internalize performance criteria and see how those criteria come
into play in their own and each others performance students often become better

performers p 38

mead 1986 comments on several factors that might influence rater objectivity

among these factors are the relationship between the rater and the student especially the
possibility for bias when teachers rate their own students and the halo effect the danger

that the raters previous experience with students may affect the subsequent rating of
students

maximizing rater objectivity is to prepare
she suggests that the best way of maxi

rating scales and scoring guides with directions so explicit that interpretations by the raters
are minimized

of course

p 514

even the most explicit rating scales are subject to some degree of

interpretation by the raters who apply them one way to minimize differences in
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interpretation among raters is through careful training in which raters practice applying the
rating criteria to assess individual examinees performance and discuss any differences of
opinion that might arise in addition if a performance test is to be used on an ongoing
basis training sessions can be conducted at regular intervals in order to promote
uniformity of interpretation of the rating criteria over time

validating performance tests

assessing the reliability of a test

the first concern in validating a test is assessing its reliability or the extent to which
the test produces consistent results three types of reliability are of interest in validating
inter rater reliability and intra
performance tests testretest
rater reliability
test retest reliability interrater
intrarater

test
testretest
retest reliability

is the extent to which successive administrations

of a test to the

test retest reliability is
same examinees produce similar results in the present study testretest
chapters
chapter 3 inter
addressed in validation study 111
rater reliability is the
III
interrater
lii
in described in chapter3

examiners
es this topic is also
extent to which different raters assign similar scores to examinees
examine
addressed in chapter

3

intra rater reliability
intrarater

is the extent to which a single rater assigns

consistent scores to the same examinees on different occasions

the present study did not

intra rater reliability since this was not the major focus of the study and would have
assess intrarater
required raters to rate each examinee twice which time restraints did not permit

assessing the validity of a test
validity is defined as the extent to which a test measures what it is intended to
measure there are several different types of validity four of which are of interest in the
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present study face validity content validity criterion
criterionrelated
related validity and construct
validity

these types of validity will be addressed in the following section

face validity andd content vvalidity
face validity and content validity are two related concerns meldman 1986 offers
an explanation of these two types of validity

to have face validity

non native speaking
the test must make sense to native and nonnative

interlocutory
interlocutors the tasks must seem to be a reasonable way to assess oral

communication skills with respect to content validity the test must be
representative of the kinds of tasks in which nonnative
non native speakers use the target
language in a certain setting

p 18

meldman explains that one way of establishing the face and content validity of a speaking
non native examinees and the native speakers with
test is to elicit feedback from both the nonnative
whom they will be interacting to ensure that they feel the test situations are an accurate
real life performance in the present study the question of content
representation of reallife
validity was addressed by a utilizing a team of people with experience in missionary

work and missionary training to define the tasks to be tested and b obtaining feedback
from the missionaries in the study concerning their perceptions of the tests validity these

procedures are described in chapter

3

validity
related v
criterion
criterionrelated

criterion related validity of a test it is necessary to
in order to establish the criterionrelated
demonstrate that it exhibits a reasonably high degree of correlation with some other valued
measure of performance known as a criterion measure meldman points out the
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importance of using valid criterion measures in determining criterionrelated
criterion related validity that
is it is important that the instruments with which the target instrument is compared be

valid measures of the skills in question
maximizee the validity of the criterion measures meldman emphasizes the
in order to m

importance of incorporating native speaker judgments of examinee performance she
explains that the native speakers with whom the examinees will interact in real life will be

the ultimate judges of the success of the examinees communication

the test developer

must therefore answer questions such as the following
non native
what are the language skills that are meaningful according to native and nonnative
speaking interlocutors in that context
life interlocutory
interlocutors

they attributed
situations

how is oral performance perceived by real

in which situations do misunderstandings occur

to what are

ofmiscommunication
miscommunication in these
what are the consequences of

p 17

meldman asserts that if native speakers are not utilized as part of the criterion measures
examinees performance on the test will ultimately be described in relation to some

predetermined standard deemed relevant by a nonnative
non native but will not necessarily be a
valid measure of how successful the examinees communication with native speakers

actually is she mentions several validation studies for tests of second language speaking
skills in which native speaker judgments were used as part

of the criterion measures clark

& swinton 1980 Hino
fotis bailey & stem 1981
fotis 1983 powers & stansfield
hinofotis
hinofotis
linofotis
1981 IHino
1983
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many validation studies for tests of second language speaking skills use either the
ACTTL oral proficiency interview OPI or its predecessor the foreign service
ACTFL

interview FSI as one of the criterion measures notable examples are two studies by

clark
oark
dark and swinton

1979 1980 in which the

test of spoken english

a subtest of the

test of english as a foreign language TOEFL was validated against the FSI test for
the present study the criterion instrument with which the target instrument is compared is
the ACTFL OPI this procedure is described under validation study 1I in chapter

3

validity
vail
construct vali

in order to establish the construct validity of a test it must be demonstrated that it
actually measures the construct or psychological trait that it is intended to measure

construct validity is much more difficult to establish than other types of validity one
method of assessing construct validity that has been used in the validation of speaking

MTMM first described by campbell and fiske
tests is the multitrait multimethod matrix MTN

bachman and palmer 1981 explain that the MTMM offers two distinct
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advantages

first it enables the investigator to examine both convergent and discriminant
validity convergent validity is the extent to which different measures of the same

trait tend to agree or converge in their results

discriminant validity on the

other hand is the extent to which measuring different traits using the same method

of measurement tends to produce different results

the second advantage of the

multitrait multimethod paradigm is that it allows the researcher to distinguish the
effect of measurement method from the effect of the trait being measured

p 69
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in the case of determining the construct validity of a speaking test meldman 1986
explains that the target instrument must show a strong association with other speaking

measures convergent validity and it must show a stronger association with other

wnting or
speaking tests regardless of the method used than with listening reading writing
grammar tests that use the same method discriminant validity

construct validity is not addressed in the present study due to the unavailability of
suitable instruments and the time restraints on missionaries involved in the study

performance
ormance
armance tests
studies on the validation of language pe

most studies published on the validation of second language speaking tests have
dealt with tests of overall proficiency such as the FSI or the OPI see for example

bachman & palmer 1981
1981 dandonoli & henning 1990

the 1981

volume entitled

the

construct validation of tests of communicative competence palmer groot & trosper
eds is an excellent collection of articles relating to the validation of second language
speaking tests very few studies however have been published that address the
validation ofjob
job specific language performance tests A notable exception is a study by
of jobspecific

meldman 1986 in which a methodology is proposed for the validation of language
performance tests meldman developed two performance tests one to assess the english
skills

of employees of an electronics company and the other to test the ability of adult

ESL learners to describe medical problems to a doctor she began by seeking the input of
electronics company supervisors and nurses concerning their specific communication
needs common communication problems and consequences of
ofmiscommunication
miscommunication she
also elicited information from the non
native speakers of english in the study concerning
nonnative
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their communication needs

the tasks to be included in the tests were selected based on

this information meldman also elicited from the supervisors and nurses the criteria by
which they judged the oral language skills of nonnative
non native speakers these criteria were

used in developing a separate native speaker rating scale that served as a criterion
instrument against which the target instruments the oral performance tests were
validated

once the performance tests were developed they were administered to groups of
non native speakers other tests were also administered to the examinees to assess their
nonnative
listening grammar and reading skills for the purpose of assessing the construct validity of

the target instruments

the performance tests were then rated by the researchers according to seven scales
pronunciation vocabulary grammar amount of information fluency accuracy of
information and a global rating

the recorded interviews were also rated by the

supervisors and nurses according to the native speaker rating scale which had been
developed based on the criteria elicited from the supervisors and nurses themselves

these native speaker ratings served as a criterion against which the researchers ratings
were validated other criterion measures were also used to validate the target instruments

the listening grammar and reading test scores as well as teacher ratings of the ESL
students or supervisor ratings of the electronics company employees

in this way

related validity
criterionrelated
meldman was able to assess the face validity content validity criterion
and construct validity of the target instruments
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mans methodology because it was not
meldmans
feldmans
the present study did not incorporate Meld
available to the researcher at the time the study was performed however it would be of

Meld
interest to incorporate elements ofmeldmans
meid mans procedure in future research particularly
of
meldmans
feldmans
native speaker informants in the validation process
the use of nativespeaker

further research in chapter

see suggestions for

55.

defining and selecting language learning tasks
asks

much has been written in the past decade concerning the need for organizing second
language instructional programs around language tasks rather than around grammar
principles situations functions or notions although there is some agreement among

methodologists as to the elements that constitute a language task there is little agreement
as to how tasks are to be selected and sequenced in instructional programs

purposefulness swales
of
methodologists tend to agree that tasks have a sense ofpurposefulness
1990 calls tasks goal directed activities

posing
ng activities
problem posi
posl

p 76 candlin 1987 claims that tasks are

with foreseen or emergent goals

states that tasks have a specified objective

p

1

p 10 crookes 1986

likewise there is general agreement

that performing a task involves certain procedures or activities candlin states that tasks
involve learners cognitive and communicative procedures

p 10 and nunan 1993

maintains that a task involves learners in comprehending manipulating producing or

interacting in the target language

p 59

beyond the ideas that tasks are purposeful and involve specific procedures or
activities however there is little agreement one point of disagreement hinges upon

whether tasks should be selected with reference to the learner or with reference to
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psycholinguistic processes of language acquisition nunan explains the difference between

the two views
selecting tasks with reference to the learner leads us towards needs analysis and
the specification of target language performance and will result in a methodology
predicated on learning as rehearsal in other words class time will be largely
devoted to tasks

need to carry out outside the classroom A

which learners

psycholinguistic rationale will result in classroom tasks which attempt to replicate

those conditions which it is hypothesized will facilitate as yet little understood
psycholinguistic processes of acquisition p 57

long and crookes

1993 assert the need for referencing tasks against the learners

world needs and for selecting language learning tasks on the basis of a needs analysis
real
realworld

they claim that it is impossible for anyone

to verify the appropriateness of particular

pedagogic tasks for a given group of learners without objective evaluation criteria one of
which must surely be relevance to learner needs

p 32

long

1985 proposes the

following four step procedure in developing language programs a identifying learners

needs b defining syllabus content c organizing language acquisition opportunities and
d measuring student achievement

task
iftask
he then states that if

will serve in all these

capacities it should provide the basis for naturally compatible decisions at all stages in

programme
programma
pro
gramme design and implementation

p 89

Kumara vadivelu 1993 on the other hand believes that tasks should be selected so
kumaravadivelu
as to facilitate psycholinguistic processes of language acquisition

he states that such an

approach enjoys comprehensiveness because its theoretical principles and classroom
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procedures

are basically grounded in currently available insights derived from

psycholinguistic research on 12 development

81
p 81

this approach is based on the

belief that 12
lal2 development is a nonlinear process and therefore does not need
preselected pre
presequenced
sequenced systematic language inputs but requires the creation of
conditions in which learners engage in meaningful interaction in class

p 76

vadivelu explains that these ideas are consistent with those of
kumaravadivelu
Kumara
ofkrashen
krashen & terrell
1983 and prabhu 1987

who believe that language is best taught when it is being used

to transmit messages not when it is explicitly taught for conscious learning
vadivelu p 78
kumaravadivelu
Kumara

vadivelu maintains that it is the teachers
kumaravadivelu
accordingly Kumara

responsibility to select tasks that will facilitate language acquisition

nunan 1993 advocates combining the above two approaches so as to consider both
learners needs and psycholinguistic acquisition processes

at the present time

what is needed is a means whereby the notions of rehearsal and

functional investment

might be brought together desirably tasks should

be

1

systematically linked to the things learners need to do in the real world 2

incorporate what we know about the nature of successful communication and

3

embody what we know about second language acquisition p 63

breen 1984 1987 and candlin 1987 offer an alternative view of language
learning tasks

problem solving orientation taking into account
they adopt a social and problemsolving

individual learning styles and preferences unlike the previously mentioned approaches in

which the teacher preselects the tasks to be learned breen and candlin believe that any
syllabus is constantly subject to negotiation and reinterpretation by teachers and students
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candlin suggests that what a syllabus really consists of can only be discerned after a
course is over by observing not what was planned but what took place

long

p 33

breen 1984 advocates replacement of the idea of the syllabus as a repertoire of
communication with one which promotes a learners capacity for communication
0

the emphasis would be upon the capabilities of applying reinterpreting and

adapting the knowledge of rules and conventions during communication by means of
underlying skills and abilities in other words an emphasis on knowing how to

participate in target language communication

p 52

breen 1984 also advocates the creation of a type of task bank from which teachers
and students may select classroom activities p 56

he explains that these tasks may

potentially be of many different types

task

is therefore assumed to refer to a range of
workplans which have the overall
ofworkplans
workplans

brief exercise type to
purpose of facilitating language learning from the simple and briefexercise
solving or simulations
problemsolving
more complex and lengthy activities such as group problem

and decision making

breen 1987 p 23

thus for breen and candlin the definition of task is left wide open subject to negotiation
between the teacher and learners with learners being able to choose different tasks
appropriate for their learning objectives or select alternative routes through the tasks
As is evident from the above discussion there is not general agreement on the

manner in which language learning tasks should be defined and selected tasks may be
selected to prepare learners to function in the outside world or to facilitate
psycholinguistic processes of language acquisition or a combination of the two the tasks
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may be preselected by the teacher or syllabus designer or they may be negotiated between

teachers and learners during the course of instruction

see long and crookes 1993 for

task based
an excellent and thorough review of different types of language syllabuses and taskbased
teaching approaches
world
realworld
since the present study addresses the need for measuring missionaries real
language skills it was decided that the tasks assessed in the missionary language

performance

real world language needs
test would be selected based on missionaries realworld

suggested by long and crookes

thus for the present study task was defined as an

activity that is undertaken to accomplish a specified objective in everyday life

as
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CHAPTERS
CHAPTER3

development and validation of the test

this chapter will detail the development and validation of a performance test
designed to measure missionaries skill in using a foreign language to accomplish
missionary tasks the missionary language performance test
initial developmental phase

specification of the Missio
missionary
ae tasks to be evaluated
Langga
langua
nM language

the first step in designing the MLPT was to specify the missionary language tasks to
be evaluated

the actual specification of language tasks poses a complex problem

as was

noted in chapter 2 fortunately the set of tasks that missionaries are required to perform
is somewhat more restricted than the range

of tasks that might be taught to a group of

second language learners missionaries responsibilities are rather well defined and
typical secondlanguage

their duties are quite specific still as long and crookes 1994 point out we must deal

with the problem of
offiniteness
finiteness of tasks

how many tasks and task types are there

where does one task end and the next begin how many levels of analysis are needed

what hierarchical relationships exist between one level and another

p 42 many

communicative tasks tend to overlap with each other defying precise categorization

consequently any grouping of language tasks must take into account that some tasks will
overlap with others

an initial attempt by members of the MTC research and evaluation department and
the instructional development department to identify a set of missionary language tasks
yielded a list of 30 tasks which fell into four basic categories commitment pattern tasks
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general missionary tasks survival tasks and complex tasks involving several smaller tasks
such as teaching an entire missionary discussion
can be found in appendix B

A copy of this initial set of 30 tasks

the content specification for each of these tasks was then

determined by breaking each task down into subtasks that is the individual steps involved
in accomplishing the task

following the identification of the 30 initial tasks the range of content and contexts
was specified for each task content was defined as the subject matter that is dealt with in
performing a task for example the content for the task share a spiritual experience
could be receiving an answer to prayers learning that the book of mormon is true or
deciding to be baptized contexts are the situations in which a task may be performed for
example the task become acquainted could be performed with investigators members

of the church or other missionaries
specification of the performance criteria

an initial attempt at specifying the criteria to be evaluated yielded six categories
fluency pronunciation grammar vocabulary comprehension and overall ability to

accomplish the task

for each of these six language variables

seven point scale was
a sevenpoint

developed patterned after a test already in use at the missionary training center to
evaluate missionaries commitment pattern skills level 1I on this scale was defined as

non
functional level
nonfunctional

3

partially functional level 5 functional and level 7 skillful
partiallyfunctional

specific behavioral descriptors were then written for each of the six language variables to
describe a typical examinees performance at levels

1

version of the rating scales is included as appendix E

3 5

and 7 A copy of this initial
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designing test items

it was determined that the test items should consist of carefully constructed role
plays between a missionary and a tester

the tester would play the part of the person with

whom the missionary was to interact in a given situation be it an investigator a member

of the church another missionary or a clerk in a store
initially only one item was written for each of the 30 tasks in order to ensure that

the items measured only language skills and not teaching skills or knowledge of the
by step instructions to the
stepbystep
commitment pattern each item was carefully worded with step

missionaries
n
as to what they were to do in addition instructions were written to direct

the tester how to react in each situation in order to increase uniformity from one test to
another

designing the procedure for administering and rating the test
A testing procedure was devised in which two raters administered the test one of
them roleplaying
role playing the test situations with the missionary and the other observing and
taking notes each missionary was tested on three different tasks which were randomly
selected from the set of 30 tasks following the administration of each task item both

raters were to silently and independently rate the missionarys performance for each of the
six language variables fluency pronunciation grammar vocabulary comprehension

and overall performance according to the rating criteria previously mentioned

following the completion of the test the raters were instructed to compare their ratings
on each of the tasks but not to change them since their independent ratings would be
averaged together
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training raters to administer the test

in july of 1993 the first group of raters were trained to administer the MLPT
ULPT these
raters were MTC teachers who would spend one hour per week testing missionaries in
addition to their regular teaching responsibilities
initial experimentation with the

test

the test was initially administered to a group of 16 missionaries learning spanish
learning japanese and 8 learning portuguese

9

all the missionaries were in the final week

of their MTC training for each missionary the six ratings one from each rater for each
of the three tasks were averaged together for each of the six language variables to yield
mean scores for fluency pronunciation grammar vocabulary comprehension and

overall performance in addition a mean composite score for each missionary was
calculated using the following weighted formula

grammar score

2 x vocabulary score

3

x overall performance score

comprehension score

2x

pronunciation score

fluency score the weightings were assigned in this manner because it was felt that
overall communication ability was more important than the individual component skills
and that vocabulary and grammar were probably more essential to communication than

was fluency comprehension also received less weight because the ratings on this scale
proved to be less reliable than those for the other language variables

the composite

scores for this group of 33 missionaries ranged from 2.75
4.50
450
603 with a mean of 450
275 to 6.03
and a standard deviation of 85.85
85

pearson productmoment
product moment correlations were calculated among the six language
variables in order to determine the extent to which the variables measured different things
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these correlations were calculated at two levels

a on the individual missionary level

using each missionarys average score on each of the six language variables and b on

the task level using the mean score on each task by averaging both raters scores together

for each individual task
74
.74
74

with the exception of comprehension correlations ranged from

82 at the task level the correlations
64 to 82.82
86 at the missionary level and 64.64
to 86.86

3 1
31
between the comprehension variable and the other variables were lower ranging from 31.3.31

3 3 to 59
.5
5 9 on the task level
.59
33
59
64 on the missionary level and 33.3.33
to 64.64

this was taken as

evidence that the comprehension variable was in fact measuring something different from

the other variables as was intended since the other variables were all designed to measure
speaking rather than listening skills

the correlation between fluency and overall

performance was quite high 86 .86
95 on the missionary level
86 on the task level and 95.95

it was

therefore determined that these two variables measured essentially the same thing

consequently the fluency variably was dropped while overall performance was retained
in order to provide a holistic rating of the missionaries communicative ability

product moment correlation
rater reliability was calculated using a pearson productmoment
inter
interrater
78 based on the missionaries composite scores which was judged
and was found to be 78.78

acceptable

based on the results of this initial pilot phase it was determined that the test items
were short enough that each missionary could be tested on four tasks rather than three in
order to help ensure that each missionarys test was of approximately equal difficulty it
was decided to divide the tasks into four groups based on their average difficulty as
calculated based on this initial phase of data collection and to randomly sample items
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from each of the four difficulty levels hence each missionarys test would consist of four

tasks one from each of the four groups

validation study 1I
criterion related validity of the MLPT
ULPT by
the purpose of this study was to assess the criterionrelated
comparing missionaries MLPT scores with their scores on a wellknown
well known test of oral
communicative skills the ACTFL oral proficiency interview OPI

from august to

stered to a group of 10
addum estered
adnu
october of 1993 both the OPI and the MLPT were administered
missionaries learning spanish 10 learning portuguese and 10 learning japanese all of

whom were in their final week of
MTC training
ofmtc

two raters administered

each test

the

OPI raters were trained either by an ACTFL certified OPI tester or by someone who had
attended a weeklong
week long ACTFL OPI training workshop

the MLPT raters had been

previously trained having participated in the initial development phase of the test and

were required to attend a monthly training meeting to calibrate their ratings

the results

of this study are summarized in chapter 4
modifications to the rating scales

at approximately the same time as the first validation study was completed
correlations were again calculated among the six MLPT language variables based upon the

data that had been collected up to that point pearson productmoment
product moment correlations
among the different variables excluding comprehension were quite high ranging from
84
.84
84

94 on the missionary level although some correlation was expected among the
to 94.94

different variables since it would be unusual for a missionary to score extremely high on

one variable and low on another the correlations were higher than was anticipated this
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gave rise
nse to some concern that there might be too much overlap between variables or that
missionaries overall performance might be influencing their scores on each individual

language variable more than was desired consequently the decision was made to modify
the rating scales so as to differentiate more among variables each scale was rewritten so
as to assess mastery of each individual variable grammar vocabulary etc

independently rather than in relation to how it contributed to overall task performance

for

example the grammar scale was modified so as to focus on missionaries mastery of

the language forms and sentence structure necessary for each task rather than the degree

to which the missionaries grammar skills contributed to or interfered with their overall
task performance
validation study 11
II

the purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the MLPT was
capable of differentiating among speakers at various levels of language proficiency in

october and november of 1993 the MLPT was administered to a group of 12 MTC
teachers 12 missionaries in their last week of training and 12 missionaries in their first

week of training

one third of the examinees were tested in spanish one third in

portuguese and one third in japanese
tape recorded

each test was administered by a pair of raters and

the tapes were then rated by a second pair of raters who did not know in

advance which group each examinee belonged to with the expectation that if the rating
scale was valid the MTC teachers would score near the top of the scale the first
week
firstweek

missionaries would place near the bottom and the eighthweek
eighth week missionaries would fall

somewhere in between

the results of this study are presented in chapter 4
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revision of the list of missionary tasks
experience with the MLPT up to this point suggested that the missionary tasks
which the test was designed to evaluate were not equivalent in terms of scope some of

the tasks took only a few seconds to perform such as restating anothers comments or
showing empathy while others could take up to an hour such as teaching an entire
missionary discussion

the unequal length of tasks sometimes made it difficult to obtain

a ratable sample of the missionarys speech especially in the case of short tasks where the

missionary was only required to say one or two sentences consequently the list of tasks

was revised and each task was redefined in order to make the tasks of more uniform
length and scope new test items were written for each task with two to five items per

task depending on the range of content and contexts for the task
mentation with the test
experimentation
further exp

since experience using the MLPT had yielded promising results the decision was
made to include the test results in the semiannual MTC training indicators

report

hence raters were trained in two additional languages french and russian

from february to may of 1994 the revised version of the MLPT with 20 new tasks
of approximately equal length was administered to 29 spanish missionaries
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portuguese 18 japanese 18 french and 18 russian missionaries all of whom were in
their last week of MTC training

newly revised tasks worked well and provided more
the newlyrevised

ratable samples of missionaries language ability than did the previously defined tasks

pearson product
productmoment
moment correlations were again calculated at the missionary level
among the different language variables and were found to be in the 59.59
80 range with
59 to 80.80
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.66
66
the exception of comprehension which ranged from 43.43
43 to gg
66 these correlations were

considerably lower than those previously obtained using the former version of the rating
scale suggesting that the revised scales did indeed help differentiate among the different

language variables
inclusion of additional tasks and regrouping of tasks

in may of 1994 the BYUMTC language advisory committee conducted a review
NEPT and recommended the inclusion of four additional tasks this brought the
of the MLPT
total number of tasks to 24 A list of these tasks is included in appendix C

in addition the difficulty groupings of the tasks were modified based on the average
difficulty level of each task as calculated from the data collected between february and

may
illi
validation study 1111

As the MLPT neared completion a question was raised concerning the validity of

the procedure used for sampling the tasks to be tested

the issue of sampling tasks had

not been addressed in any of the available literature on language performance testing As
was explained earlier it had been determined that each missionary would be tested on four

tasks which were randomly sampled from four difficulty groupings

the question was

raised as to whether it was possible to make generalizations about missionaries ability to

perform all 24 of the language tasks based on a sample of only four tasks intuitively it
would seem difficult to make such generalizations since tasks vary greatly in difficulty and
complexity A related question was whether different missionaries were actually receiving
equivalent versions of the test since each missionary was tested on different tasks which
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were randomly selected from each of the four difficulty groupings this latter question is
related to the issue of
test
retest reliability that is the extent to which successive
oftest
testretest
administrations of the test to the same examinees produce similar results

retest
in order to determine the answers to these questions and to assess the test
testretest
reliability of the MLPT
NEPT
NEPT a third validation study was conducted in this study the MLPT

was administered twice to a group of 48 missionaries 16 each in spanish portuguese and
MTC training
japanese all the missionaries were in their last week of
ofmtc

the first and

second tests were administered by different pairs of raters both tests were also tape

recorded and each pair of raters subsequently listened to the other pairs tapes and rated
them thus each missionary was rated four times twice in live test situations and twice
on tape this experimental design would allow for the calculation of
test retest reliability
oftest
testretest
as well as inter
rater reliability between the two raters in each rating team and between
interrater

different pairs of raters in each language
As part of the study an exit questionnaire was also given to 42 missionaries who had
NILPT in order to determine whether they felt it was a valid measure of a
taken the MLPT

missionarys speaking skills and to assess their general attitudes toward the test

the

results of this study are presented in chapter 4

final revisions
although the data obtained in the validation studies provided evidence of the
reliability and validity of the test it was found that a minor change was needed in the test

items some of the items had been written in such a way that it was difficult to rate the

missionarys listening comprehension

the comprehension

scale was designed to measure
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whether missionaries understood what was said by their interlocutor an investigator or
member of the church role played by the tester well enough to respond appropriately

for example if the interlocutor had a question or concern the missionary needed to be
able to understand it well enough to make an appropriate response some of the test

items however were written in such a way that the interlocutors comments did not

require a direct response by the missionary thus making it difficult to determine if the
missionary had understood what was said

the problematic test items were therefore

rewritten so as to include one or more comprehension checks in which the interlocutor
asked the missionary direct questions requiring a response examples of the revised test
items are included in appendix D

in august of 1994 the BYUMTC language advisory committee conducted a
review of the rating scales and recommended several changes which were subsequently

incorporated

the final version of the rating scales is contained in appendix F

the MLPT is currently being used to assess missionary language learning at the
MTC on an ongoing basis in september october and november of 1994 the test was
also used to collect data for a field study on missionary language performance in brazil

russia and japan the results of this study were not yet available at the time of this
writing however anecdotal evidence suggests that missionaries felt the tasks tested were
indeed representative of their work as missionaries one of the raters who tested
missionaries in japan indicated that missionaries came away from the test commenting

that they had gained a new awareness of areas in which they needed to improve their
language skills
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CHAPTER 4

analyses and results

this chapter will report the results of the three validation studies that were
explained in chapter 3

validation study 1I
criterion related validity of the MLPT by
the purpose of this study was to assess the criterionrelated
comparing missionaries scores on the MLPT with their scores on the ACTIFL
ACTFL oral

proficiency interview OPI

both the MLPT and the OPI were administered to a group

of 10 missionaries learning spanish

10 learning

portuguese and 10 learning japanese

each missionarys MLPT score was derived by taking the mean of the eight ratings one
from both raters for each of the four tasks for each of the five language variables to yield
mean scores for pronunciation grammar vocabulary comprehension and overall

performance A mean composite score was also calculated for each missionary was
calculated using the following weighted formula

grammar score

2 x vocabulary score

x overall performance score

comprehension score

the OPI was also administered by two raters
who observed and took notes

3

2x

pronunciation score

one who conducted the interview and one

the two raters then rated the missionary independently

and in cases where their ratings differed discussed the differences and agreed upon a
single conference rating

in order to compare missionaries OPI scores with their MLPT scores it was

opl
necessary to assign a numerical value to each missionarys OPI
ON rating assigning
numerical values to the various levels of the ACTFL proficiency guidelines poses a

vo
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problem since the language skills required to go from one level to the next increase
exponentially

for example

relatively little improvement in language skills is needed to

progress from novice high to intermediate

low but significantly more change is needed

to make the leap from intermediate high to advanced omaggio 1986 p 12

meredith

1990 asserts that the numeric scale selected to represent the guidelines then should

reflect those unequal intervals with increasingly greater distances between the higher

in his study meredith experimented with five different numerical scales

p 289

levels

to represent OPI scores and found that the scales that yielded the highest correlations
with students previous language experience were those that reflected the unequal interval

nature of the ACFTL scale p 293

for the present study it was decided to experiment

with merediths five numerical scales to represent OPI scores and to compare their
respective correlations with the MLPT
ULPT A copy of these scales can be found in appendix

G

results
pearson productmoment
product moment correlations were calculated between missionaries

composite scores on the MLPT and their scores on the five OPI scales
shown in table

1

As the table shows scales 2 4 and

5

the results are

the unequalinterval
unequal interval scales did

not increase the correlations between the OPI and the MLPT
NEPT as might have been
expected based on merediths findings in fact scale

5

which in merediths study yielded

the highest correlation with previous language experience in the present study actually
yielded the lowest correlations of any of the five scales r

44
.44
44

the highest correlations

were produced by scales 1I and 3 which were equalinterval
equal interval scales

r

53
.53
53

for both
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table

1I

pearson productmoment
product moment correlations for missionariesnilpt
missionaries MLPT and OPI scores

MLPT
ULPT composite score with
OPI scale

r

2
12
1

1

53
.53
53

28
.28
28

OPI scale 2

AG
49
.49
49

24
.24
24

OPI scale 3

53
.53
53

28
.28
28

OPI scale 4

AG
49
.49
49
T
TII

24
.24
24

OPI scale

.44
44
44

ig.19
19
19

5

but
hut

A scatterplot
scatter plot of missionaries MLPT
MUT scores and their OPI scores using scale

199 scale
1

is shown in figure

1

1

the simple

As can be seen from the scatterplot
scatter plot several missionaries

in the 4 to 5 range on the MLPT but only scored in the 2 to 25
2.5
25 range novice mid to

high on the OPI
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mail
maii
Lali dation study kii
validation

the purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the MLPT was
capable of differentiating among speakers at various levels of language proficiency in this
study the MLPT was administered to a group of 12 MTC teachers 12 missionaries in their

last week of training and 12 missionaries in their first week of training one third of the
examinees were tested in spanish one third in portuguese and one third in japanese

each test was administered by a pair of raters and tape recorded the tapes were then
rated by a second pair of raters who did not know in advance to which group each
examinee belonged although it was foreseen that raters would probably have little
difficulty discerning returned missionaries from firstweek
first week missionaries

results
examinees
es
examine
the means for each of the three groups of examiners

by language variable are

shown in table 2 As can be seen first
week missionaries scored in the 2 to
firstweek

3

range

non
functional to partly functional eighthweek
eighth week missionaries scored in the 4 range
nonfunctional
partly functional to functional and MTC teachers scored in the 6 to 7 range skillful

an analysis of variance conducted on the mean composite scores of the three groups
showed that they differed significantly F

multiple range

test

471.26 p
47126
47126p

001
.001
ooi
001

A post hoc test duncans

showed that teachers scored significantly higher M

eighth
eighthweek
week missionaries M

43
430
4.3
4.30
430
43 0

686
6.86
686

than did

eighth week missionaries
as was expected likewise eighthweek

scored significantly higher than did first
week missionaries M
firstweek

25
2.5
2.55
2555
25
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table 2
mean MLPT scores for the three groups of examinees for study 11
II

groupe
group
group2

pron

gram

vocab
cocab

comp

overall comp score

st week missionaries
ist

1I

M

3.67
367

2.41
241

2.47
247

2.66
266

234
2.34
234

255
2.55
255

SD

1.42
142

1.48
148

142
1.42
142

157
1.57
157

1.38
138

130
1.30
130

M

450
4.50
450

4.01
401

4.33
433

484
4.84
484

4.25
425

430
4.30
430

SD

0.85
085

122
1.22
122

1.18
118

1.49
149

1.21
121

log
1.06
106

M

6.76
676

6.74
674

686
6.86
686

7.00
700

6.94
694

686
6.86
686

SD

0.43
043

0.49
049

0.45
045

0

028
0.28
028

0.25
025

8th
sth
fth week missionaries

MTC teachers

n

12 for each group

validation study 111
III
ili
lii
test retest reliability of the MLPT
this study was conducted in order to assess the testretest
specifically two questions were of interest

a whether it was possible to make

generalizations about missionaries ability to perform all 24 of the language tasks based on
a sample of only four tasks and b whether different missionaries were actually receiving

equivalent versions of the test since each missionary was tested on different tasks which
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were randomly selected from each of the four difficulty groupings in this study the
MLPT was administered twice to a group of 48 missionaries 16 each in spanish

portuguese and japanese

the first and second tests were administered by different pairs

of raters both tests were also tape recorded and each pair of raters subsequently listened
to the other pairs tapes and rated them As part of the study an exit questionnaire was
also given to 42 missionaries who had taken the MLPT in order to determine their

attitudes toward the test

results
effects due to different administrations of the test

in order to answer the above mentioned research questions it was necessary to
determine how closely the missionaries scores the first time they were tested hereafter
called

test

scores for

1

matched their scores the second time they were tested

test 2 the mean

tests 1I and 2 are shown in table 3 A repeated measures analysis of variance

with test language and

rater team in the model showed that there was no

difference between missionaries mean scores on the two tests

F

542
54
.54
.542
54
542

p

significant

47
.47
47

pearson productmoment
product moment correlations were calculated between tests 1I and 2 for
each language variable

scatter plot of the composite
the results are shown in table 4 A scatterplot

scores for test 1I vs test 2 is shown in figure 2
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table 3
mean composite scores for test 1I and test 2
pron

gram

vocab
cocab

comp

overall

M

436
4.36
436

3.92
392

432
4.32
432

536
5.36
536

435
4.35
435

434
4.34
434

SD

0.64
064

0.79
079

0.78
078

114
1.14
114

0.78
078

0.73
073

M

4.41
441

3.94
394

4.41
441

5.42
542

438
4.38
438

439
4.39
439

SD

ogi
0.61
061

0.72
072

0.64
064

1.05
105

0.75
075

ogg
0.66
066

test

comp score

1I

test 2

table 4
pearson product
productmoment
moment correlations for test 1I with test 2 for each language variable

r

pron

gram

0.67
067

0.79
079

vocab
cocab

comp

overall

080
0.80
080

080
0.80
080

080
0.80
080

comp score

082
0.82
082
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effects due to Lanau
language
aize
lanauaize

449
the mean composite scores for each language were as follows spanish 4.49

the repeated measures analysis of variance found

438
11
portuguese 43
4.3
4.11
4.388 and japanese 4411
411
438
43

that the difference among these means was significant F

3.53
353 p

03
.03
03

this statistic is

reported merely to demonstrate that language was a significant source of variance no
hoc tests were performed to determine where the actual differences lay since this
post
posthoc
information was not of major interest to the study

effects due to rater team

in order to determine the possible effect that different pairs of raters had on
missionaries scores the mean composite score for rater teams 1I and 2 was calculated in
each language

the results are shown in table 5 the repeated measures analysis of

variance found no significant difference between rater teams within language F

Wp

86
.86
86

47
.47
47

table

5

mean composite scores for rater teams

and 2 in each language
aze
lan are

portuguese

spanish

rater team

1I

japanese

1

2

1

2

1

2

M

435
4.35
435

4.63
463

4.31
431

4.46
446

4.25
425

4.07
407

SD

0.65
065

056
0.56
056

0.65
065

0.77
077

0.64
064

084
0.84
084

composite score
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effects due to live vs taped samples
samoles

in order to determine the extent to which live ratings differed from ratings made
from a tape recorded sample the mean composite scores for the two groups live vs

taped were calculated the mean composite score for ratings that were done live was
4.43
74 for ratings made from a tape recorded sample the
443 with a standard deviation of 74.74
642
.64
64 respectively A repeated measures
mean and standard deviation were 4.92
642
492 and 64.642

analysis of variance with

test language

and sample in the model found no significant

difference between ratings made live and those made from a tape recording

p

ilg
1.19
192
119

77

1

28
.28
28

reli
rell
reil
rater reliability
inter
interrater

inter rater reliability was calculated between the composite score of the two
finally interrater
moment correlation
productmoment
raters in each rating team using a pearson product
each language were as follows spanish r

..88
88
88
888

portuguese r

87
.87
87

the results for

japanese r

..85
85
85
885

questionnaire
questionnai
Question nai
nal re results
I1

in response to the question how easy or difficult was this test for you
missionaries 13
42

answered very easy 21 44

answered somewhat difficult

and

1

2

6

answered somewhat easy 20
answered very difficult

how accurately
in response to the question in your opinion how valid is this test
testhow
does it measure what it is supposed to measure
valid

and 17 answered moderately valid

very valid

31 missionaries 65

no one answered

answered very

somewhat valid or not

there may be some doubt as to whether missionaries actually understood

this question since they were not told explicitly what the test was supposed to measure
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in answer to the question do you feel that you learned anything worthwhile from
taking this test

47 missionaries 98

answered yes

only 1I missionary answered

11no
no

responses to the openended
open ended question what did you leam
learn

table

5

are summarized in

in response to the question did you experience any adverse or negative effects from
taking this test

43 missionaries 90

answered no

of the 5

and 5 answered yes

missionaries who experienced adverse effects 3 said they were nervous or stressed 1I said
he felt as if he didnt know anything and 1I said the tape recorder made him self conscious

table

6

what missionaries learned from taking the MLPT

response

n

where 1I need to improve what parts of language to work on

15

1I

morea
need to study more
more1
morei1I have a long way to go

6

1I

need to practice everyday speech andor survival skills

5

how to act in different situations
1I

5

am doing better than 1I thought1
thoughty1I am progressing
thought

how well 1I can really communicate

4
3

in answer to the question how do you feel overall about the test you just
completed

43 missionaries 90

said that it was a generally positive experience

and

55
5

missionaries said that it was neither a positive nor ne
negative
gative
dative experience

no one

answered that the test was a generally negative experience

in response to the question all things considered do you feel that the MTC should
continue to use this test with missionaries
yes

and 19 answered probably yes

answered definitely

29 missionaries 60

no one answered

probably no or definitely no

responses to the openended
open ended question what suggestions if any do you have for
improving this test or changing the way it is used at the NITCT
MTC

are summarized in table

7

table 7
responses to the question what suggestions do you have for improving
missionaries
mssionariesresvonses

this test
response

1I

liked it it was fun

n

it was worthwhile

15

give more specific feedback after the test

6

give the test more often earlier

5

teach more of the vocabulary needed for everyday situations

4

explain the scoring system tell missionaries their score

4

1I

liked the variety of realistic situations

3
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CHAPTERS
CHAPTER5
summary and conclusions

this chapter will summarize the development and validation of the MLPT
following a discussion of the results several conclusions and recommendations
concerning the test will be presented finally the limitations of the study will be
discussed
discus sedl and suggestions will be made for further research

development of the test

NEPT was developed in response to the need for a test capable of measuring
the MLPT
skiffs in the context of missionary tasks
missionaries second language speaking skills

the

development of the test involved defining a set of 24 key missionary tasks and specifying

the content for each task

the performance criteria were then specified with the final

version of the rating scale focusing on five areas of performance pronunciation

grammar vocabulary comprehension and overall performance next several test
items were constructed for each task A procedure was devised for sampling the test
items in which the items were grouped into four difficulty levels and one item was
randomly sampled from each level next the procedure for administering and rating the

test was designed it was determined that two raters would administer the test one of
whom would role play with the missionary while the other took notes and both raters
would then rate the missionarys performance independently finally a group of raters

was trained to administer the test
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validation of the test

three separate studies were conducted to validate the MLPT the purpose of the
first study was to compare missionaries scores on the MLPT with their scores on the

ACTFL oral proficiency interview using a simple

199 scale to represent OPI scores a
1

53 was found between the OPI and the MLPT indicating a shared
correlation of
r 53.53
ofr
cofr

variance of 29

12

29
.29
29

between the two tests these results suggest that although

there is some overlap between the two tests they do not measure exactly the same thing
A moderate correlation between the tests would be expected since they both assess
speaking ability however since the MLPT
NILPT was intended to measure a much more specific

range of content and contexts than the OPI it would be expected that some missionaries
perform better on the MLPT than on the OPI this in fact proved to be the case As was

reported in chapter 4 several missionaries scored in the partly functional to functional
range on the MLPT but were only in the novice mid to novice high range on the OPI

although these missionaries were able to create with language in order to perform simple
missionary tasks they were not able to speak consistently in complete sentences which is

required by the OPI intermediate range these results provided evidence that the MLPT
did provide a more specific measurement of missionaries ability to perform missionary

tasks than did the more general OPI

the purpose of the second validation study was to determine the extent to which the
NILPT was capable of differentiating among speakers at various levels of language
MLPT

proficiency in this study NILPT
MLPT scores were compared for three groups of examiners
examinees
es
examine
missionaries in their first week of training missionaries in their last week of training and
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MTC teachers

an analysis of variance showed that the means of the three groups

differed significantly

47126
F 471.26
f47126p

significantly higher n

M

12 M

686
6.86
686

.0001
0001

post hoc tests showed that teachers scored

eighth week missionaries n
than did eighthweek

12

week missionaries scored significantly higher
eighthweek
43
430 as was expected likewise eighth
43
430
4.3
4.300

than did firstweek
first week missionaries n

12

255
2.5
2.55
M 25
2555
25

these results provided evidence that

the test does discriminate between more and less experienced speakers of the language

test retest reliability
the third validation study was conducted in order to assess the testretest

of the MLPT specifically it was sought to determine a whether it was possible to make
generalizations about missionaries ability to use the language required to perform all 24 of

the language tasks based on a sample of only four tasks and b whether different
alent versions of the test since each missionary
missionaries were actually receiving equiv
equivalent

was tested on different tasks which were randomly selected from each of the four difficulty
groupings in this study the MLPT was administered twice to a group of missionaries
each time by a different pair of raters both tests were tape recorded and each pair of

raters subsequently listened to the other pairs tapes and rated them
82 was found between the mean composite scores of the two
A correlation of
ofrr 82.82
cofr

administrations of the test hereafter called
analysis of variance with

test language

test

1I

and

and rater

test 2 A repeated measures

team in the model showed no

significant differences between missionaries scores on the two tests F

between rater teams within each language F
was found due to language F

3.53
353 p

03
.03
03

86
.86
86

p

47
.47
47

54
.54
54

p

47
.47
47

nor

however a significant effect

A second analysis of variance with test

language and sample ie ratings made live as opposed to those made from a tape
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recorded sample in the model found no significant differences between live ratings and
those made from a recording F

1119
ilg
19 p
1.19

28
.28
28

the fact that the largest differences in score occurred among individual missionaries
and among languages suggests that the test functioned acceptably

it would be expected

that significant differences be found among the individuals tested as well as among
languages

the fact that no significant differences were found due to different

administrations of the test
test different pairs of raters or live versus taped ratings suggests

that a test
retest reliability is acceptable b different pairs of raters testing the same
testretest
missionary in a given language would be likely to assign similar scores and c ratings

made from a tape recording do not differ significantly from live ratings

although each missionary was tested on a different set of four tasks in test 1I than in

test 2

missionaries scores on the two tests were remarkably similar

this provided

evidence that the sampling of different tasks in each test did not have a significant effect

on missionaries scores this similarity in scores across tasks may be explained by the fact

that the test was not designed to measure missionaries ability to actually perform tasks
but rather their ability to use language as a tool for accomplishing these tasks it seems
logical to assume that language ability across tasks would be more consistent than would

the actual performance of the tasks themselves
As part of the third validation study an exit questionnaire was administered to 42
missionaries who took the test missionaries responses revealed that most 90

had a

positive overall experience with the test nearly an
all the missionaries tested 98
ail
ali

felt that

they had learned something worthwhile from the experience in addition all the
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missionaries who took the test felt that it was a valid measure of their ability to
communicate as missionaries

the most common suggestion that missionaries had for improving the test was to
give them more feedback on how they performed or tell them their score in addition
some missionaries wanted the opportunity to take the test several times during their MTC
stay

conclusions and recommendations

results of the aforementioned validation studies suggest several conclusions about
the MLPT first the test appears to be valid it exhibits face validity in that both
missionaries and those involved in missionary training regard it as a valid instrument for
measuring missionaries speaking skills likewise the test exhibits content validity in that
missionaries missionary trainers and language teaching specialists agree that the tasks

represented in the test encompass most of the important activities that missionaries
perform in real life finally the MLPT exhibits a degree of criterionrelated
criterion related validity with a
widely accepted instrument for measuring second language speaking proficiency the

ACTFL opl
OPI although evidence suggests that the two tests do not measure exactly the
same thing

this is probably to be expected since the MLPT was designed to measure

language use specifically in the context of missionary work rather than on a broad general
basis as the OPI was designed to do

in addition to validity the MLPT exhibits an acceptable degree of reliability
evidence suggests that different adnu
addu
strations
m stratiots
st
administrations
rations of the test to the same missionary will
produce similar estimates of the missionarys speaking ability in addition interrater
inter rater
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reliability and reliability between different pairs of raters in each language is acceptably

high

it was also found that the test is capable of discriminating between more and less
experienced speakers of a foreign language

this makes it a useful instrument for

evaluating the language skills of missionaries in the field as well as missionaries in training

at the MTC

the test does not appear to be useful for discriminating

among MTC

teachers however since they all tend to score near the top of the scale

in terms of usefulness to the MTC the MLPT has the advantage of being relatively
easy to administer with minimal training experience suggests that raters can be trained in
a couple of hours to administer the test with a reasonable degree of reliability

the time

NITC since the raters are
required for training raters is an important consideration for the MTC

regular MTC teachers whose main responsibility is teaching their own missionaries and
who only have a couple of hours per week to devote to testing
potentially helpful diagnostic feedback

also provides
test aiso
the testalso

the information obtained from the test about

missionaries pronunciation grammar vocabulary comprehension and overall ability to
accomplish missionary tasks could be used to help the missionaries identify areas of

strength andor weakness in their performance this information could also be utilized by

the MTC to help improve language training programs

finally most missionaries have a positive experience with the test and leam
learn
something worthwhile by taking it several missionaries commented that they would like

to have taken the test at regular intervals throughout their MTC stay or performed similar
role play activities in class
roleplay
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based on the results of this study it is recommended that the MLPT be implemented
as one of the instruments used on an ongoing basis at the MTC to gather information

about missionary training it also recommended that missionaries be given specific
feedback on their performance on the NILPT
MLPT missionaries should be taught the criteria
on which their performance is judged and helped to identify areas of strength and
weakness in their language skills with specific suggestions as to what they can do to
improve their communicative ability

the MLPT could also be easily adapted for traditional academic use
task based syllabus like that suggested by
courses that follow a taskbased
1993

especially in

long and crookes

instead of missionary tasks students could be tested on the tasks outlined in their

syllabus individual tasks could be tested as they were taught throughout the course and

a final exam could consist of a random sample of the tasks that were taught using a
sampling procedure similar to that of the MLPT

the same rating criteria and testing

procedure could be used with little or no modification such a test could provide a useful
alternative to the more general proficiency tests that are often used in academic situations
such as the ACTFL OPI or the SOPI

limitations of this study

when considering the results of the present study it is important to recognize
several limitations

the first involves the appropriateness of the OPI as a criterion

measure with which to validate the MLPT As was previously explained the OPI does

not apply specifically to missionary situations and therefore is limited in its use as a
criterion measure it might have been useful to include other criterion measures in the
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study as well such as a rating from their teachers of their ability to perform missionary

tasks in the target language or more ideally some type of rating from native speakers in
the target culture who had interacted with the missionaries in the language meldman
speakers judgments as part of the
1986 points out the importance of using native speakersjudgments

criterion measures since the natives with whom the examinees will interact in real life will
be the ultimate judges of the success of the examinees performance given the fact that
no native speaker criterion measures were utilized in the present study the missionaries

performance on the MLPT may not be a perfectly valid measure of how successful their
communication with natives actually is

A second limitation is that the study did not address the construct validity of the
m estered
administered
addu
stered to
MLPT since to do so would have required that several additional tests be adnu

the missionaries in the study this was impractical since it would have required that
missionaries be absent from their class for a significant amount of time in addition no

other instruments were available to test the same construct that is missionaries ability to
use their mission language to perform missionary tasks consequently the construct
validity of the MLPT was not examined

A final limitation of this study involves the fact that all the raters in the study were
MTC teachers most of whom were undergraduate students with a limited knowledge of
their foreign language and all of whom were only able to devote a couple of hours per

week to evaluating missionaries with regard to the oral proficiency interviews
performed in the first validation study it must be remembered that the raters were given
only minimal OPI training and therefore the ratings they assigned were probably not as
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reliable as those that might have been obtained had it been possible to use professional

OPI testers
MTC teachers
A more general question involves the foreign language proficiency of
ofmtc
in general

how good are MTC teachers language skills certainly most teachers are far

native like in their command of their foreign language however given the fact that
from nativelike

most teachers are quite familiar with the vocabulary and structures needed for the limited
number of situations tested by the MLPT and considering the vast superiority of teachers
skills to those

of the missionaries they are testing it is probably acceptable to utilize

teachers as raters for the MLPT certainly every effort should be made to select teachers
who have excellent grammar and pronunciation skills
suggestions for further research

one area not addressed by this study was whether the different test items for each
task were equivalent in difficulty since most items for a given task were similar it was
assumed that they were of approximately the same difficulty level however it would be of

interest in a future study to compare the difficulty levels of the various items within each

task

A second area that should be addressed in future studies is a comparison of the four
difficulty groupings of the tasks in the MLPT future modifications to the MTC training

program may cause missionaries to become more or less skillful in performing certain
tasks than they are at the present time therefore the mean difficulty of each task should
be examined periodically to ensure that tasks are grouped in the appropriate difficulty
level
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A third area of interest is the weightings assigned to each language variable in
calculating a missionarys composite score As was explained in chapter

composite score was calculated based on the following formula
performance score
score

2 x grammar score

3

2 x vocabulary score

3

the

x overall
comprehension

pronunciation score however no research was done to determine the

appropriateness of these weightings it might be of interest to examine the weightings to
determine whether they are indeed appropriate

it may be that the variables vary in

importance depending on the situation for example comprehension may be more
important in discovering peoples feelings and concerns than it is in telling stories or
sharing experiences

the weightings might also differ according to the proficiency level of

the missionaries being tested higgs and clifford 1982 found that the relative
contribution of factors such as vocabulary grammar pronunciation fluency and
sociolinguistic competence to global language proficiency was not constant across
proficiency ranges

for example vocabulary was more important than grammatical

accuracy for successful communication at the lower proficiency levels future research
might investigate the relative importance of each language variable in different situations
and with missionaries at differing levels of proficiency

A final possibility for further research might be to validate the MLPT against
additional criterion measures some of which could be based on information elicited from
native speakers as suggested by meldman 1986

perhaps at some future time feedback

missi
missionan
on missionaries
onan es oral communicative skills could be elicited from native speakers members
missional
1

of the church investigators or native missionaries in various target cultures and the
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missionaries NILPT
MLPT scores could be compared with native speakersjudgments
speakers judgments of their
speaking ability
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APPENDIX A
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ACTTL proficiency guidelines
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APPENDIX B
initial list of 30 missionary tasks

commitment pattern skills
1
become acquainted
2 build on common beliefs
3
show empathy
4 bear testimony
5
share a spiritual experience
6
identify the influence of the holy ghost
7
out questions
findout
ask find
8

restate

9
discover concerns
10
discuss concerns
10discuss

invite to make a commitment
arrange to follow up
12
12arrange
13
follow up on previous commitments
13follow
11

general Missio
missionary
nM tasks
14
offer a prayer
14offer
15
make a door approach
15make

16read

16 read scriptures with others
17
make an appointment
17make
18 teach someone to pray

survival tasks
19 Ask
give directions
askgive
arrange transportation
20
20arrange
1
use the telephone
221use
22
make purchases
22make

complex tasks involving several smaller tasks
23
find through personal contacting
23find
24
find through members
24find
25
find through current investigators
25find
26
find through former investigators
26find
27
find through baptismal services
27find
28 visit referrals
29 teach a principle of a discussion
30 teach the first discussion
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APPENDIX C

final list of 24 missionary tasks
1

teach gospel principle from the discussion booklet

2

teach gospel principles in your own words

3

bear testimony

4

share scriptures

5

share spiritual experiences tell stories from the scriptures

6

introduce the book of mormon

7

teach others to recognize the influence of the holy ghost

8

offer a prayer

9

teach others to pray

perform priesthood ordinances
10perform
10
11

become acquainted

12
others feelings and concerns
find out othersfeelings
12find
13

invite to make a commitment

14
heip
help resolve concerns
14help
15

follow up on previous commitments

16

obtain referrals

17

make a personal contact

18
make an appointment
18make

19

give directions

20
conduct a meeting
20conduct

pian daily and weekly activities
plan
21
21plan
22
make a telephone call
22make
23

arrange transportation

24
make purchases
24make
9

june 1994
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APPENDIX D

sample MLPT
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APPENDIX E
initial version of
ofmlpt
ULPT rating scales

nonfunctional
functional

PARTLY

NON

functional

functional

SKILLFUL
SKLLFUL

fluency within context of task
2

1

4

3

constant groping for
words frequent
unfilled pauses
conversation

5

7

able to speak

generally able to
speak at natural

slow and uneven
except for short or
routine sentences
much hesitation
andor repetition

impossible

6

effortlessly and
smoothly at natural
conversation speed
with minimal
hesitation

conversational speed
occasional hesitation
andor repetition

pronunciation within context of task
4

3

17

1

pronunciation errors
sometimes interfere
with communication
eg wrong syllables
stressed

pronunciation
frequently
unintelligible

2

4

3

no conspicuous

occasional pronunciation errors that do
not interfere with
communication
uru
urucation
catlon
cation may
co
have iat marked
foreign accent

grammar within context of task
1

7

6

5

5

mis
mispronunciations
pronunciations
accent is not
distracting

7

6

grammar inadequate

control of few

control of grammar

all structures

to accomplish task

structures necessary
for task errors are
distracting and may
interfere with
communi
commini
communication
lon
ion

is adequate to

necessary for task
are nearly always
used correctly

almost entirely
inaccurate except for
memorized phrases

accomplish task
errors do not
interfere with
co
communication
catlon
cation

vocabulary within context of task
2

1

vocabulary
inadequate to
accomplish task

3

5

4

frequently lacks
needed words or uses
the wrong word

7

6

full control of all

vocabulary adequate
to accomplish task
occasionally lacks
needed words or uses
the wrong word

vocabulary necessary
for task usage of
words is accurate

comprehension within context of task
2

1

comprehends too
little to accomplish
task

3

4

5

compres
ends enough
comprehends
compreh

comprehends enough
to accomplish task
with considerable
help from speaker
ie speech is
simplified or slowed
or speaker repeats or
rephrases

7

6

comprehends well
accomplish
accomplisi
accomplis
enough to ac
complis
task without extra
help or repetition

to accomplish task
with some help from
speaker such as

ition or
repetition
YUPULaition
simplification
A

overall performance of task
1

2

unable to accomplish
any part of the task

3

4

5

6

7

able to accomplish

able to accomplish

able to accomplish

task well enough to
be understood with
some effort by
someone used to
dealing with nonnative speakers

task well enough to
be understood with
some effort by a
native speaker not
used to dealing with
non native speakers
nonnative

task well enough to
be understood
without difficulty by
a native speaker not
used to dealing with
native speakers
non
nonnative
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APPENDIX F

ofmlpt
MLPT rating scales
final version of

missionary LANGUAGE performance TEST
rating criteria
nonfunctional
functional
NON

PARTLY

functional

functional

SKILLFUL
SEILLFUL

pronunciation production of correct sounds correct stress and intonation
foreign accent
intonationforeign
1

2

pronunciation is often
unintelligible many errors
in sounds stress andor
intonation

4
difficult to understand at
times frequent errors in
sounds stress andor
intonation

5

3

7

6

can be understood with

usually fairly easy to
understand sounds stress

any difficulty no obviol
obviot
obriot
errors in sounds stress
intonation accent is not
distracting

and intonation are usually
correct although foreign
i
distracting9
accent may be distract

grammar appropriate application of language rules to generate correctforms
correct forms and sentence structure
1

2

does not use language
rules speech consists
mainly of individual words
strung together with no
regard for correct forms or
sentence structure

4
attempts to use language
rules required for situation
but struggles to apply them
appropriately many errors
in forms and sentence
structure

5

3

6

applies language rules
appropriately most of the
time no obvious rules are

7

habitually applies langu
rules appropriately few
any errors in forms and
sentence structure

consistently misused some
errors in forms and
sentence structure

por
require
requiredfor
vocabulary correct usage of words and expressions required
requiredor
dor
for situation
2
knows few words and
expressions in the language
lacks even common
expressions and function
words

3

1

4

5

6

7

uses some common

uses enough situation

uses appropriate and

expressions function
words and other general
vocabulary but situation
specific vocabulary is
limited frequently unable
to provide a needed word
or uses the wrong word

specific vocabulary to
accomplish the task
occasionally unable to
provide a needed word or
uses the wrong word

precise words and
expressions needed for tf
situation no groping for
words

comprehension ability to understand the speaker well enough to respond appropriately
1

2

does not respond

3

4

responds appropriately
part of the time

appropriately

5
always responds
appropriately with help
from speaker repetition

6

7

always responds
appropriately without he
from speaker

slowing down rephrasing

overall skill in accomplishing task
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

unable to accomplish task

able to accomplish task

able to accomplish task

able to accomplish task

well enough to be

well enough to be
understood by someone
used to dealing with nonnative speakers

well enough to be
understood with some
effort by a native speaker
not used to dealing with
non native speakers
nonnative

well enough to be easily
understood by a native
deall
dealt
speaker not used to deail
with nonnative
non native speakers

understood even by
someone used to dealing
non native speakers
with nonnative
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APPENDIX G

numerical scales used by meredith 1990 to represent OPI scores

sed for data collection and analysis
scales U
used

SCALE ACTFL

superior
advancedplus
advanced plus
advanced
intermediate
intermediatehigh
high

mid
intermediatemid
intermediate

intermediatelow
low
intermediate
novice
high
novicehigh

novice mid
novicemid

novice
low
novicelow

zero

1

2

3

4

5

9
8

256

31

128

22
18

80
60
50
40

6400
3600
2500
1600

17

35

1225

16

30

15

25

14

20

13

17

900
625
400
289

12

14

196

11

11

121

9

81

8

9
8

7

7

6

6

5

5

64
49
36
25

4

4

16

3

3

2

2

9
4

1

1

1

0

0

0

7

6

53

4
3

2

1

0

21

48

24

12
7

3

1

0

modified

actf1

superior
advancedplus
advanced plus
advanced
intermediate hig
ig
intermediate H
hig
intermediate hig
intermediate M i
intermediate mic
intermediate mic
low
intermediate lov
intermediate lov
novice bigha
higha
hii
hll
hil
novice
high
novicehigh
highe
novice highv
A
novice
mida
novicemid
mid
novice mid
novicemid
mida
novice midv
novice lowa
10
lo
novice
low
novicelow
novice lowy
zero

there

14

were no superior ratings given in this study hence any possible effect of these numbers on the data anal
is unknown

note from the oral proficiency interview in real life sharpening the scale by R A
meredith 1990 modem Langu
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missionary language performance test
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ABSTRACT

performance tests are an effective way of assessing examinees ability to perform
specific jobrelated
job related tasks this thesis details the development and validation of a
performance test designed to measure LDS missionaries ability to perform missionary
X
performance
pul
pui
in
foreign
1I ua
language
tasks a
ULPT
the missionary language
t1lance test MLPT
u1 tulance
M

the development of the test involved identifying a set of relevant missionary tasks
specifying the criteria to be evaluated de
designing test items devising a procedure for
sampling tasks and for administering and rating the test and training raters to administer
the test three separate studies were conducted to validate the test a both the MLPT
NLPT
and the ACTFL oral proficiency interview were administered to a set of missionaries to
determine the degree of correlation between the two tests b the MLPT
ULPT was
MITC teachers a group of missionaries in their last week of
administered to a group of
ofmtc
training and a group in their first week of training and the scores of the three groups
were compared and c the MLPT was administered twice to a group of missionaries
each time by a different pair of raters to assess testretest
test retest reliability and to validate the
procedure used for sampling tasks the results of these studies provided evidence that the
test is a valid and reliable instrument for assessing missionaries second language speaking
skills
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y
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